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4 Wire systems

Protecting multiple RTDs

4 Wire systems provide the highest accuracy as the lead
resistances and connection contact resistances have a
negligible effect if the measuring circuit has high input
impedance.

Where there are multiple RTD systems requiring protection,
the OVR Q series variants, OVR 06Q and OVR RTDQ, can
be utilised.

The leads are often connected to a constant current circuit.
All 4 channels can be protected using two OVR 06D or OVR
SL06 SPDs (OVR SL06 illustrated opposite).

The OVR 06Q provides protection for 4 pairs (8 channels) of
wires whilst the OVR RTDQ will protect three sets of 3 wires (9
channels). Diagrams for each type are shown opposite.
Thus space saving potential and cost effectiveness can be
realised over the equivalent number of SPDs.

Summary
For 2 wire systems
use 1 x OVR 06D or OVR SL06 SPD

S

S

For 3 wire systems (earthed bridge)
use 1 x OVR RTD or OVR SL RTD SPD

S

OVR 06Q

S
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S
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For 3 wire systems (floating bridge)
use 1 x OVR 06D or OVR SL06 SPD
An OVR 06Q unit is capable of protecting:
–– Four 2 wire systems
–– Four 3 wire systems (floating bridge)
–– Two 4 wire systems

For 4 wire systems
use 2 x OVR 06D or OVR SL06 SPDs

OVR SL 06
OVR SL 06

OVR RTDQ

Please note:
Information about safe and correct installation of ABB OVR
SPDs can befound in the OVR SPD installation Instructions,
supplied with all products.

An OVR RTDQ unit is designed to protect up to three 3 wire
systems with an earthed bridge.
Part No.

ABB order code

OVR 06D

7TCA085400R0288

OVR SL06

7TCA085400R0360

OVR 06Q

7TCA085400R0333

OVR RTD

7TCA085400R0313

OVR SLRTD

7TCA085400R0315

OVR RTDQ

7TCA085400R0314
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